We examined sustained attention deficits in bipolar disorder and associated changes in brain activation assessed by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). We hypothesized that relative to healthy participants, those with mania or mixed mania would (1) exhibit incremental decrements in sustained attention over time, (2) overactivate brain regions required for emotional processing and (3) progressively underactivate attentional regions of prefrontal cortex. Fifty participants with manic/mixed bipolar disorder (BP group) and 34 healthy comparison subjects (HC group) received an fMRI scan while performing a 15-min continuous performance task (CPT). The data were divided into three consecutive 5-min vigilance periods to analyze sustained attention. Composite brain activation maps indicated that both groups activated dorsal and ventral regions of an anterior-limbic network, but the BP group exhibited less activation over time relative to baseline. Consistent with hypotheses 1 and 2, the BP group showed a marginally greater behavioral CPT sustained attention decrement and more bilateral amygdala activation than the HC group, respectively. Instead of differential activation in prefrontal cortex over time, as predicted in hypothesis 3, the BP group progressively decreased activation in subcortical regions of striatum and thalamus relative to the HC group. These results suggest that regional activation decrements in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex accompany sustained attention decrements in both bipolar and healthy individuals. Stable amygdala overactivation across prolonged vigils may interfere with sustained attention and exacerbate attentional deficits in bipolar disorder. Differential striatal and thalamic deactivation in bipolar disorder is interpreted as a loss of amygdala (emotional brain) modulation by the ventrolateral prefrontal-subcortical circuit, which interferes with attentional maintenance.
Introduction
Manic episodes of bipolar disorder are characterized by impaired sustained attention or vigilance among other cognitive and affective symptoms. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] As affective symptoms resolve and patients approach euthymia, attentional deficits improve, but often not to healthy performance levels. 6, 7 The incremental decrement of attention over time that defines impaired sustained attention is especially relevant to functional outcomes in bipolar disorder. This decrement likely impedes social, school and work activities that require lengthy attention spans, thereby preventing full assimilation back into society and contributing to the high morbidity rate in bipolar disorder. 8 An anterior-limbic network responsible for modulating emotional-social behavior is thought to function abnormally in bipolar disorder producing mood symptoms. 9, 10 The anterior-limbic network primarily consists of the ventrolateral prefrontalsubcortical circuit 11, 12 that further modulates amygdala and midline cerebellum required for emotional and motor expression. The ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) receives processed multisensory and visceral information to produce emotional responses and forms a feedback loop with striatum and thalamus as effector mechanisms for psychomotor responses. 13 The VLPFC has an important function in monitoring limbic input, and lesions in this region can produce behavioral disinhibition and emotional lability.
14 Recent evidence also indicates that the VLPFC subserves effortful processing in healthy individuals. 15 Beyond the anterior-limbic network per se, the anterior cingulate integrates VLPFC with 'cognitive control' regions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) 16 required for sustained attention. 17 Dysfunction within the primarily emotional anterior-limbic network may, therefore, lead to cognitive symptoms such as inattention. These regions work in concert to monitor internal and external sensory information to iteratively modulate behavior and, ultimately, maintain emotional and cognitive homeostasis.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography studies indicate that attention deficits in bipolar disorder may arise from abnormalities within portions of the anterior-limbic network and related structures. 10, [18] [19] [20] [21] Altered attentional activation patterns, particularly in prefrontal cortex and amygdala, have been associated with acute mania. During mania, the amygdala and associated subcortical structures involved in emotional processing are overactivated, 20, 22 but VLPFC activation is blunted, 18, 23 possibly indicating a functional frontosubcortical 'disconnection syndrome.' Indeed, abnormal functional connectivity between regions of frontal cortex and amygdala during emotional processing has been reported in bipolar disorder, 24, 25 suggesting a possible disconnect in frontosubcortical coordination. This abnormal functional response may normalize with treatment 25 and has been related to structural changes in white matter connectivity between frontal cortex and amygdala. 24 During euthymia, VLPFC activation has been shown to be enhanced in the context of normalized sustained attention performance. 21 This effect may indicate a compensatory functional process by which VLPFC is recruited to help restrain emotional input and sustain attention through the cortical control of effort, and/or greater structural white matter connectivity with the amygdala.
This study is based on the general hypothesis that activation decreases in cognitive regions of prefrontal cortex (for example DLPFC) in relation to performance decrements over an extended vigil. Performance decrements result when increasing competition for limited attentional capacity is not overcome by effortful control mechanisms of prefrontal cortex (for example VLPFC). 26, 27 Although a vigilance decrement occurs in healthy individuals, people with bipolar disorder show a much greater than normal loss of attention across even relatively short vigils. 2, 6 The inability to allocate attention during extended performance could arise from competition for attentional resources by unmodulated affective processes. Neurophysiologically, this may be reflected in underactivation of prefrontal cortex (that is a loss of cortical control of attention) and overactivation in emotional brain regions. To our knowledge, the relationship between worsening attentional performance over an extended vigil and temporal (that is time-limited) changes in brain activation within the anterior-limbic network has not been examined using fMRI.
With the above considerations in mind, we examined associations between sustained attention performance and fMRI brain activation over an extended 15-min vigil using a non-emotional continuous performance task-identical pairs (CPT-IP) version. 28 The study groups consisted of participants with manic or mixed bipolar disorder (BP group) and demographically similar healthy comparison participants (HC group). Relative to the HC group, we predicted that the BP group would exhibit (1) a disproportionate sustained attention decrement over time; (2) general overactivation of the amygdala (that is increased emotional input) and (3) less activation in prefrontal cortex over time (that is a progressive loss of cortical control of attention). The first and third prediction would be supported by the presence of a significant Group Â Time interaction for CPT-IP sensitivity, and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) or superior frontal gyrus (SFG) activation, respectively. The second prediction would be supported by a main effect of Group for amygdala activation. We also examined temporal relationships between brain activation and sustained attention performance to further characterize the above predictions.
Materials and methods

Participants
Adults with bipolar disorder (n = 61) were recruited from the University Hospital inpatient psychiatry units. Participants with bipolar disorder were included if they met DSM-IV criteria for bipolar I disorder, current episode manic or mixed and had a Young mania rating scale 29 score X20. Demographically matched healthy adults (n = 37) were also recruited; these participants had no history of mood or psychotic disorders themselves or in any firstdegree relative. A family history of Axis I psychopathology was evaluated during a demographic and medical overview with each healthy participant. All participants were between 18 and 50 years old, were physically and neurologically healthy and, if female, had a negative urine pregnancy test. Other exclusion criteria included any lifetime substance dependence or substance abuse within the previous 3 months, any chronic medical illness, any lifetime neurological illness, any known endocrine abnormality, loss of consciousness > 5 min, contraindications to receiving an MRI (for example metal implants) and diagnosis of mental retardation or documented full-scale IQ < 85.
Participants were excluded from the statistical analysis if they had a CPT-IP sensitivity score < 0.75 at Vigilance Period 1 (the first 5-min period), indicating an inability to perform the task or follow directions. Eight participants with bipolar disorder and one healthy participant were removed from further analysis by not meeting this minimum criterion. The eight participants with bipolar disorder who were excluded for poor performance did not significantly differ from the remaining participants with bipolar disorder on any demographic or clinical variable (P > 0.05). In addition, three bipolar participants were excluded from analysis because of uncorrectable motion artifact in the imaging data. Two healthy participants were excluded because of missing behavioral data from a malfunction involving the response box. After excluding these 11 bipolar (18%) and 3 healthy participants (8%), the final sample was reduced to n = 50 (40 manic and 10 mixed) and 34 in the bipolar and healthy groups, respectively. Forty (80%) bipolar participants were receiving at least one psychotropic medication and 10 (20%) were not receiving a psychotropic medication. Of those receiving medications, 10 (25%) were prescribed atypical antipsychotic monotherapy, 8 (20%) were prescribed either lithium or antiepileptic monotherapy, 1 (3%) was prescribed antidepressant monotherapy, 3 (8%) were prescribed benzodiazepine monotherapy, 12 (30%) were prescribed an atypical antipsychotic and either lithium or an antiepileptic adjunctively, 4 (10%) were prescribed an atypical antipsychotic and antidepressant adjunctively and 2 (5%) were in blinded clinical drug trials (possibly receiving placebo or active medication). Among the bipolar participants not receiving medications, all medications were self-discontinued at least 48 h prior to participation in this study. Healthy participants were not receiving psychotropic medications. All participants provided written informed consent prior to study participation after study procedures were fully explained. This study was approved by the medical Institutional Review Board of the University of Cincinnati.
Clinical assessments
Diagnoses were made using the mood (module A), psychosis (module B), psychotic differential (module C), mood differential (module D) and substance use (module E) modules of the structured clinical interview for DSM-IV Axis I disorders, patient version (SCID-I/P) 30 by investigators extensively trained in the use of this instrument with excellent established interrater reliability (k > 0.90). 31 Healthy participants were also evaluated using the SCID-I/P, as were firstdegree relatives with suspected Axis I psychopathology with the research participant as the source of information. Diagnoses of current or past substance use disorders were established with the SCID-I/P and the addiction severity index 32 to document-specific drug and alcohol use during the previous month as well as lifetime years of use. Depressive and manic symptoms were evaluated using the Montgomery-Å sberg depression rating scale 33 and Young mania rating scale, 29 respectively.
Cognitive tasks
A CPT-IP 28 was designed using E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) to explore the integrity of brain substrates involved in sustained attention. The CPT-IP involves continual monitoring of information through visual attention and bridging successive scenes registered in visual sensory memory (connecting trial nÀ1 information with trial n). The need to monitor performance across trials through visual attention produces performance decrements over shorter vigilance periods than simpler CPT versions, thereby reducing ceiling effects for behavioral data collected over a limited time period.
An extended CPT-IP task was presented on a personal computer using an event-related design.
Stimuli were projected to the center of the visual field using non-ferromagnetic goggles that provided a 301 field-of-view and obscured the peripheral visual field (Resonance Technologies, Northridge, CA). Two 30-s long passive visual control epochs immediately preceded and followed the experimental CPT-IP epoch to gauge baseline activation and scanner drift, respectively. The experimental epoch was administered over 15 min, between the control epochs, and was subsequently divided into thirds for the purpose of analysis. 6 There was no further alternation between experimental and control epochs, so brain activation would not return to baseline between epochs, allowing observations of the continuous performance decrement over time. The CPT-IP and control tasks were practiced prior to scanning to insure compliance with the task instructions.
For each of two passive visual control epochs, participants were presented with a fixed stream of numbers beginning with number 30 and progressing in backward order through number 1 (that is 30, 29, 28y1). The one-or two-digit numbers were presented for 750 ms each with an inter-trial interval of 250 ms that incorporated a stimulus mask (that is ####). There was a total of 30 trials/30-s epoch. Participants were simply instructed to monitor the numbers passively and that upon reaching number 1 the CPT-IP would begin (or the scanning session would end after the second countdown). Figure 1 depicts the timing of the experimental CPT-IP trials. For the experimental trials, participants were presented with a pseudorandom stream of fourdigit numbers (for example 5892) timed identical to the control trials (that is 750 ms presentations with inter-trial intervals of 250 ms incorporating a stimulus mask for a total of 1000 ms per trial). There was a total of 900 trials per 15-min epoch. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible with a button press using the thumb of their . Perceptual sensitivity is purported to measure the ability to discriminate between signal (targets) and noise (non-targets). Increased sensitivity typically involves a high hit rate and low false alarm rate. Response bias is purported to measure constructs other than sensitivity such as effort and motivation and reflects the degree to which 'responses' or 'nonresponses' predominate. A positive response bias involves a relatively low hit and false alarm rate (a conservative tendency toward non-response), while a negative bias involves a high hit and false alarm rate (a liberal tendency toward response). For the proposed study, hit and false alarm rates were collected and used to calculate non-parametric signal-detection indices of A 0 and b 00 , where x = probability of a false alarm and y = probability of a hit:
In addition to signal-detection indices, hit reaction time was obtained on 'go' trials as a measure of psychomotor processing speed for correct responses. The proportion of correct rejections (correct nonresponses to non-target stimuli) was also obtained for each participant for direct comparison with eventrelated imaging analysis.
Image acquisition and post-processing All participants were scanned at the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine Center for Imaging Research using a 4.0 T Varian Unity INOVA whole body MRI/MRS system (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA). During scan sessions, participants reclined in a supine position on the scanner bed and a radiofrequency coil was placed over the participant's head and goggles were positioned over their eyes. Padding was inserted around each participant's head to minimize movement. Following a three-plane gradient-echo scan for alignment and brain localization, a shim procedure was performed to generate a homogeneous magnetic field. To provide anatomical localization for activation maps, a high-resolution, T1-weighted, 3-D brain scan was obtained using a modified-driven equilibrium Imaging data were processed and analyzed using analysis of functional neuroimages (AFNI; http:// afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). Following image data acquisition, the MRI images were reconstructed using in-house software developed in interactive display language, which converts the raw data into AFNI format. In AFNI, modified-driven equilibrium Fourier transform (structural) and echoplanar imaging (functional) images were coregistered using scanner coordinates. The echoplanar imaging data were then motion corrected to an early volume in the fMRI run.
Owing to the duration of the CPT-IP, we used several procedures to minimize movement artifact. Functional images were corrected for motion using a six-parameter rigid body transformation. 34 We used motion correction parameters to calculate the total motion in six directions of rotation and translation from the beginning of each run. The maximum motion of any participant included in the analysis was < 4 mm. The average total displacement for all participants was < 1 mm. In addition, each volume was inspected for signal artifact using a semiautomated algorithm in AFNI to identify questionable TRs. These volumes were removed from further analysis if visual inspection indicated uncorrectable head movement, that is within-TR head motion, or > 30% of voxels were > 2 standard deviations (s.d.) from the mean signal intensity. On average, we removed < 5% of the volumes from each run using these procedures. Finally, motion correction parameters were included as regressors of no interest in the deconvolution step described below.
Using tools in AFNI, 35 anatomical and functional maps were transformed into stereotactic Talairach space using the ICBM452 template and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian filter of 6 mm full-widthat-half-maximum. Binary masking was applied to each image to remove voxels outside the brain. Individual activation maps were then created for each participant using a deconvolution algorithm that compares the actual hemodynamic response to a canonical hemodynamic response function (for example g function), creating voxel-wise t-statistic maps. This process generates an estimate of the 'fit coefficient,' that is b weight at each voxel position, in AFNI, which defines the magnitude of the hemodynamic response relative to the average signal intensity. This b weight or its average across a defined region of interest (ROI) is the primary variable of interest in calculations and represents the change in activation from the baseline task, that is nonresponse to the visual count down condition, 30 s at both the beginning and end of the CPT-IP. Event-related hemodynamic response functions were calculated for each possible event (hits, misses, false alarms and correct rejections). Figure 2 depicts an anterior-limbic network ROI mask created based on our definition of this network.
The ROI mask was applied to each individual's fMRI data in order to obtain the average activation within an ROIs. The anterior-limbic ROIs included bilateral IFG (analogous to VLPFC), striatum (including caudate and putamen), globus pallidus, thalamus, amygdala and midline cerebellum (that is cerebellar vermis). We adopted the anatomical regions defined 36 on the Montreal Neurological Institute single-subject template brain, 37 except for the cerebellar ROI, which was created in the vermis as an 8 mm radius sphere centered on coordinate x = 5 mm left, y = 53 mm posterior and z = 34 mm inferior to the anterior commissure. In addition, we included a bilateral SFG ROI (analogous to DLPFC) because this region is implicated for CPT measures of sustained attention. 17 An SFG mask was created based on the boundaries of Yamasaki et al. 16 and Jha and McCarthy 38 and spanned 10-33 mm anterior to the anterior commissure. The average activation within each ROI was extracted from each participant's fMRI deconvolution results and used as input to the statistical analyses of brain activation described below. Although only group differences in frontal cortex and amygdala were hypothesized, we included other subcortical ROIs with direct connections to these structures to provide a network approach to the analysis.
Statistical analysis
The demographic, clinical, cognitive and ROI variables were analyzed using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA). Group comparisons of the demographic, clinical and secondary cognitive variables (that is b 00 and hit reaction time) were made using independent sample t-tests and w 2 -tests for continuous and nominal variables, respectively. Effect size estimates were also calculated for continuous and nominal variables using d and Cramer's V, respectively. Sensitivity (A 0 ) and the proportion of correct rejections were the cognitive variables of primary interest because A 0 is the best estimate of signal detection 39 and correct rejections were the trials modeled in the imaging analysis. For each of these two variables, a 2 (Group: bipolar, control) Â 3 (Time: vigilance period 1, 2, 3) mixed analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted controlling for education and IQ. In the presence of a significant omnibus effect or interaction, post hoc comparisons were made using Tukey HSD tests.
For the fMRI analysis, general linear model tests were performed for each participant to determine contrasts of correct rejections against the combination of hits, misses and false alarms. We chose to model correct rejections because these trials most closely approximate our theoretical model of sustained attention as the ability to maintain attention in the context of continual extended monitoring of primarily non-target stimuli and non-response. 40, 41 Individual activation maps were used as the data for the final event-related analysis. In AFNI, we initially performed voxel-wise analyses to visualize general patterns of task-related activation relative to baseline activation across the entire brain. One sample t-test was performed for each voxel across participants within each group to create group-specific composite images at each time interval. A conservative combination of activation threshold level (P < 0.01) and voxel cluster size (X100 contiguous voxels) was used to control for multiple comparisons (corrected P < 0.0001). Corrected P-values were determined using Monte-Carlo simulation tools in AFNI.
ROI analyses were then conducted using the anterior-limbic network mask. Initially, one sample t-test was performed for each ROI at each vigilance period relative to zero activation to determine the extent of task-related activation for each group independently. Significant results are reported at P < 0.004 after Bonferroni's correction for multiple comparisons. Next, each anterior-limbic network ROI was entered into a 2 (Group: bipolar vs healthy) Â 3 (Time: vigilance period 1, 2, 3) mixed model ANCOVA (controlling for education, IQ and CPT-IP correct rejections) to examine interaction terms.
Within-group partial Pearson's correlations, controlling for education, IQ and CPT-IP correct rejections, were also conducted between cognitive performance (A 0 ) and brain activation (within preidentified ROIs) in both study groups, and between symptom scores (Young mania rating scale, Montgomery-Å sberg depression rating scale) and brain activation in the BP group. For these analyses, difference scores in A 0 and ROIs between vigilance periods 1 and 3 were used as the data to estimate temporal relationships. All activation values used for these analyses represented average activation within the predefined ROIs.
Finally, potential medication effects were examined by contrasting the 40 patients receiving medications with the 10 patients off medications using a 2 (Medication Status: on vs off) Â 3 (Time: vigilance period 1, 2, 3) mixed model ANCOVA (controlling for education, IQ and CPT-IP correct rejections). For all analyses, results are only reported for statistically significant effects at P < 0.05 and marginally significant effects at P = 0.06.
Results
Demographic, clinical and general cognitive characteristics Table 1 provides statistical comparisons for a variety of demographic, clinical and cognitive characteristics between the HC and BP study groups. The groups were matched on all demographic variables with the exception of years of formal education (t(82) = 3.01, P < 0.01) and full-scale IQ (t(82) = 3.59, P < 0.01), estimated using the American Modification of the National Adult Reading Test. 42 These two variables were included as covariates in the primary behavioral and ROI imaging analyses. As expected, based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria, the BP group was rated as significantly more manic and depressed relative to the HC group (t(82) = 28.22, P < 0.001 and t(82) = 10.14, P < 0.001, respectively).
CPT-IP performance
As seen in Table 1 , the HC and BP groups performed the CPT-IP with similar response styles and speeds as indicated by statistically similar b 00 and hit reaction time scores, respectively. With respect to the primary sensitivity variable, while the HC group evidenced a decreasing sensitivity function across vigilance . This pattern suggests that the BP group was less able to discriminate targets from non-targets relative to the HC group, especially later in the vigil, consistent with a sustained attention deficit. However, the existence of a sustained attention deficit was only partially supported by ANCOVA, which showed a significant main effect of Group (F(1,80) = 6.54, P < 0.05), but that was qualified by a marginal Time Â Group interaction (F(2,160) = 2.89, P = 0.06). Betweengroup comparisons indicated that the HC group outperformed the BP group at vigilance periods 2 and 3 (F(1,80) = 6.74, P < 0.05; F(1,80) = 7.06, P < 0.01), accounting for the near interaction. The behavioral analysis of correct rejection trials indicated that the HC group outperformed the BP group overall (0.97 ± .005 vs 0.95 ± .004), but that Time had little overall influence. This impression was confirmed by ANCOVA yielding only a significant main effect of Group (F(1,80) = 4.16, P < 0.05). A null Time Â Group interaction (F(2,160) = 0.06, P = 0.95) is a good indication that the two groups processed correct rejections in similar manner. Owing to the significant Group effect, however, correct rejections were included as covariates in the primary ROI analysis.
Voxel-wise brain activation relative to baseline
In order to visualize the overall pattern of task-related activation relative to baseline across the entire brain, we generated composite within-group, voxel-wise activation maps for each 5-min vigilance period of CPT-IP performance. As illustrated in Figure 3 , activation patterns were qualitatively similar in each group at vigilance period 1. At period 1, both groups showed peak activation (yellow) in SFG and portions of bilateral IFG, along with bilateral activation in posterior brain regions outside of the anterior-limbic network. The HC group activated midline cerebellum, while the BP group showed thalamic activation. Peak deactivation (light blue) was concentrated around right anterior cingulate in both groups. The HC group evidenced additional areas of deactivation in left posterior cingulate and right angular gyrus consistent with other studies of visual attention. 41 Note the lack of deactivation (blue scale) in either study group beyond vigilance period 1, and the stability of peak activation across time in the HC group relative to the precipitous drop in activation in the BP group beyond period 1 (direct group comparisons follow). Although the amygdala did not evidence significant activation/ deactivation in either group in this voxel-wise analysis, the cluster size used was relatively conservative without small volume correction.
ROI brain activation relative to baseline
We also examined task-related activation relative to baseline within our a priori defined ROIs. At vigilance period 1, CPT-IP performance activated regions of frontal cortex consistent with expectations for a test of sustained attention. Right SFG and bilateral IFG were strongly activated relative to baseline in both the HC (t(33) = 4.92, P < 0.001; t(33) = 6.71, P < 0.001; t(33) = 7.72, P < 0.001, respectively) and BP groups (t(49) = 3.97, P < 0.001; t(49) = 4.52, P < 0.001; t(49) = 4.82, P < 0.001, respectively). The HC group also activated bilateral thalamus and midline cerebellum significantly above baseline levels (t(33) = 3.91, P < 0.001; t(33) = 3.43, P < 0.002; t(33) = 4.59, P < 0.001, respectively) while the BP group activated left thalamus above baseline (t(49) = 3.71, P < 0.001) at period 1.
Beyond vigilance period 1, the HC group continued to significantly activate bilateral IFG (t(33) = 4.99, P < 0.001; t(33) = 5.81, P < 0.001) along with left thalamus (t(33) = 3.30, P < 0.002) and midline cerebellum (t(33) = 3.08, P < 0.004) above baseline at vigilance period 2. Moreover, strong right IFG activation continued at vigilance period 3 in the HC group (t(33) = 3.77, P < 0.001). The BP group failed to activate any ROI relative to baseline beyond vigilance period 1, and neither group evidenced significant deactivation relative to baseline after statistical correction for multiple comparisons (although the HC group showed a consistent pattern of deactivation in bilateral amygdala).
Group Â Time analysis within each ROI Mixed ANCOVAs on the average MR signal intensity within a priori defined ROIs were conducted to examine potential Group Â Time interactions. Within left SFG, there was a significant reduction in activation across vigilance period 1 (0.0018 ± 0.0005), 2 (0.0014 ± 0.0007) and 3 (0.0013 ± 0.0008) that was similar in each study group. This impression was confirmed by a significant main effect of Time (F(2,154) = 3.94, P < 0.05).
As depicted in Figure 4 , the groups differentially activated left striatum over time. Within this structure, the BP group showed decreasing activation over time, while the HC group showed increasing activation. This impression was partially confirmed by a marginally significant Group Â Time crossover interaction (F(2,154) = 2.90, P = 0.06).
As depicted in Figure 5 , the groups also differentially activated left thalamus over time. Within this structure, the BP group showed decreasing activation over time, while the HC group's function was essentially flat. This impression was confirmed by a significant Group Â Time interaction (F(2,154) = 4.06, P < 0.05). A similar pattern of interaction (not pictured) was also identified in right thalamus (F(2,154) = 3.29, P < 0.05).
The BP group significantly activated (0.0015±0.0015) left amygdala relative to the HC group who deactivated this structure (À0.0036 ± 0.0019). This impression was confirmed by a significant main effect of Time (F(1,77) = 4.04, P < 0.05). As depicted in Figure 6 , the study groups differentially activated right amygdala over time. Figure 3 Composite functional brain maps of CPT-IP activation for correctly rejected trials in each successive vigilance period overlaid on T1-weighted anatomic image for the healthy and bipolar groups. Significant activation is defined as threshold P < 0.01 with voxel cluster size X100 to control for multiple comparisons (corrected P < 0.0001). Orange and blue scales represent activation and deactivation, respectively, relative to a zero activation baseline. CPT-IP, continuous performance task-identical pairs.
The BP group showed less activation over time and the HC group showed less deactivation over time. This impression was confirmed by a significant Group Â Time interaction (F(2,154) = 3.17, P < 0.05). Note that the BP and HC groups significantly activated and deactivated amygdala, respectively. No other ROI evidenced a significant main effect or interaction.
Mood and performance associations with ROIs
No significant mood symptom/ROI relationships were identified within the BP group. Furthermore, no significant cognitive performance/ROI relationships were identified within either the BP or HC group.
Medication influences
Forty patient participants were receiving psychotropic medications either as monotherapy or adjunctive therapy, while 10 had not received psychotropic medications for at least 48 h prior to testing. To examine the influence of medication on neurophysiology, we conducted mixed 2 (Group: medicated vs unmedicated) Â 3 (Vigilance Period: 1, 2, 3) ANCOVAs on all ROIs. Significant main effects of Group were identified for both right IFG and midline cerebellum (F(1,43) = 4.51, P < 0.05; F(1,43) = 6.56, P < 0.05). Activation was significantly reduced in the medicated group relative to the unmedicated group for both right IFG (0.0106 ± 0.0035 vs 0.0002 ± 0.0017) and cerebellum (0.0084±0.0025 vs 0.0023 ±0.0012).
A post hoc analysis was also conducted in which the two patient participants in blinded clinical drug trials were removed from the medicated group (adjusted n = 38) with no impact on the level of statistical significance (Group effects for right IFG and cerebellum, P < 0.05).
Discussion
This study evaluated brain activity over a 15-min CPT-IP vigil in manic/mixed patients with bipolar disorder and healthy individuals. As predicted, the BP group evidenced a decrement in CPT-IP sensitivity over time that was steeper than in the HC group. Consistent with the previous literature, 2,6 the BP group suffered from an increasingly pronounced sustained attention deficit despite relatively good baseline performance. However, the effect was only partially confirmed by a marginally significant Group Â Time interaction, so despite consistency with the previous literature, this result should be considered preliminary until it can be further replicated. This deficit was not the result of group differences in response bias, which is sensitive to fatigue and motivation, or response speed. 2 The CPT-IP initially activated prefrontal cortex as shown in voxel-wise analysis and confirmed in ROI analysis relative to baseline activation. As expected for a CPT, regions of DLPFC (SFG and IFG) were strongly activated in both study groups at vigilance period 1. Beyond vigilance period 1, the HC group continued to activate IFG at vigilance periods 2 and 3, while the BP group failed to activate frontal cortex relative to baseline levels. These results suggest that while both groups initially activated frontal control mechanisms early in the vigil, this activation rapidly diminished in the BP group after 5 min.
Consistent with the second prediction, the BP group not only overactivated bilateral amygdala relative to the HC group as in previous studies, 22 but the HC group deactivated amygdala, suggesting that patients with bipolar disorder have functional abnormalities in both the magnitude and direction of activation. The amygdala was the only structure showing bilateral Group effects (BP > HC) and the only structure in which activation consistently differed relative to baseline (BP > baseline > HC). This finding may represent abnormally increased emotional input to the anterior-limbic network in bipolar disorder. Although the Group effect was also qualified by an interaction with Time in right amygdala, even here the group effect was obvious and significant.
Unlike the first and second prediction, the third prediction was only partially confirmed. Although both study groups showed less left SFG activation over time, the BP group showed no less activation than the HC group as evidenced by the lack of an interaction. In addition, no significant interactions were identified for IFG. These findings suggest that left SFG activation, in particular, decreases over extended vigils, implicating DLPFC in the CPT performance of both healthy and psychiatric samples. 17 Although no distinct differences in prefrontal cortical activation were identified between the groups as expected on the rationale that the BP group would have less cortical control of attention as a consequence of increased emotional input to the system by amygdala overactivation, other regions within the VLPFC-subcortical circuit showed differential group activation over time. In particular, both left striatum and bilateral thalamic activation differed by group over time as indicated by significant or marginally significant interactions. Within the striatum, the BP and HC groups progressively decreased and increased activation over time, respectively. Within the thalamus, the BP group decreased activation over time relative to a flat temporal pattern in the HC group. Blumberg et al. 19 also reported striatal (that is putamen) and thalamic dysfunction in adolescents in a primarily depressed state of bipolar disorder on a test of selective attention (that is a Stroop task), but activation was increased relative to healthy controls, possibly indicating a differential effect of mood state (depression vs mania) or attentional task (Stroop vs CPT-IP), or a developmental change from adolescence to adulthood. 19 Although the significance of these findings is uncertain, they may suggest that subcortical structures within the VLPFC-subcortical circuit, and anterior-limbic network more generally, are the primary regions of abnormal attentional activation across adolescence and early adulthood during acute states of bipolar disorder. It is also possible that there is a specific loss of prefrontal control of subcortical iterations in bipolar disorder as previously shown by attenuated activation in ventral prefrontal cortices relative to healthy controls 18 that the CPT-IP is less sensitive to than are some other tasks.
In the BP group, subcortical activation decrements occurred as attention waned, while in the HC group activation was more stable or even increased over time, possibly representing a compensatory mechanism to maintain attention. Perhaps, in the absence of increased VLPFC activation to monitor and regulate emotional output by the amygdala as shown in euthymia, 21 subcortical attentional processing is compromised. In other words, a lack of prefrontal lobe activation to compensate for emotional dysregulation in mania may result in subcortical activation/ cognitive decrements over time.
It is unlikely that these findings are substantially influenced by confounding factors. The study groups were well matched on most demographic and clinical variables, with the exception of years of education and IQ scores. Despite these differences, on average, members of both groups had college-level educations and were of average intelligence. Based on previous research and published normative data for clinical CPTs, we expect few performance differences in individuals within these education and IQ ranges. 43 In addition, these factors were statistically controlled in the primary cognitive and imaging analyses. With respect to performance, even at vigilance period 3, the BP group performed well above chance, indicating that they continued to give good effort throughout the task. Moreover, although the HC group outperformed the BP group on the proportion of CPT-IP correct rejections, the null Time Â Group interaction is a good indication that the two groups processed correct rejections in similar manner. To be conservative, as this was the performance variable of interest in the primary ROI analyses, correct rejections were included (along with education and IQ) as covariates.
As with any clinical study, a number of limitations should be considered when interpreting the results. Foremost, the results of this study are somewhat limited by variations in the medication status of the BP group. A direct comparison indicated that activation was reduced in medicated relative to unmedicated patients in both right IFG and midline cerebellum. The relative lack of activation in IFG, in particular, in medicated patients may help explain why this region was not implicated in any of the primary imaging analyses as expected. However, in that IFG and cerebellar effects were null in the primary analysis, it is unlikely that medication status influenced the obtained results directly. The effect of medication on distal portions of the anterior-limbic network through direct IFG and cerebellar activity, though less likely, cannot be ruled out. This subanalysis should be interpreted cautiously, however, because of the small sample of unmedicated patient participants (n = 10) and the possibility that unmedicated patients are simply healthier. Future studies using larger samples and functional connectivity approaches could help flesh out medication effects.
A second limitation is the inclusion of participants with past alcohol or substance abuse, which might also have influenced the results and be considered a limitation. However, patient participants with a history of past alcohol abuse did not have outlying values (that is scores > 2 s.d. from the group mean or scores < the 5th or > the 95th percentile) on any cognitive or activation measure. Previous research shows that the 3-month time frame we used to define abuse remission is sufficient for structural abnormalities in primary alcoholism to return to healthy volumetric values. 44 Third, unmedicated patients were required to have not taken psychotropic medications for at least 48 h, but certain antipsychotic and antidepressant agents may require longer washout periods. Although the actual time frame was not determined because of the difficulty in getting accurate estimates, it should be noted that participants in the unmedicated group generally consisted of inpatients admitted for an acute exacerbation of mania because of medication non-adherence. Therefore, it is likely that the medication-free period would have been > 2 days. Finally, anxiety disorders were not assessed on the SCID-I/P. Although all participants with bipolar disorder in this study were hospitalized and treated for primary mood symptoms, the possible influence of concurrent anxiety disorders on the findings, and the lifetime incidence of anxiety disorders, is unknown.
This study suggests that sustained attention deficits characterizing manic patients with bipolar disorder have measurable neurophysiological correlates. The findings indicate that amygdala overactivation characterizes manic bipolar disorder, even on the emotionally neutral CPT-IP version, and is independent of time in left amygdala. SFG activation, on the other hand, occurs similarly in both bipolar and healthy individuals, and appears to represent the primary neurophysiological response to sustained attention in general. The greatest differential impact of sustained attention processing is on subcortical structures, including striatal structures (caudate and putamen) and thalamus. The extent to which these abnormalities represent a failure of cortical constraint on amygdala overactivation requires investigations of patients with bipolar disorder across mood states. During mania, the amygdala has been shown to be overactivated, 20, 22 while during euthymia, VLPFC activation is enhanced, 21 possibly as a compensatory process to help restrain emotional input and sustain attention through the cortical control of effort. Although we are undertaking projects including both manic and euthymic groups to address this issue, the present findings provide the first evidence that acute mania involves a sustained attention decrement associated with differential neurophysiological processing over time.
